REALIZATION OF RIGHTS OF HOST COMMUNITY UNDER NIGERIAN MINERAL AND MINING ACT 2007 TO FOSTER SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Abstract
To achieve sustainable development in a host community (HC) where mining operations are active, Nigerian Mineral and Mining Act (NMMA) accorded some rights to the people of the communities. These rights are not just basic rights to physical survival but include rights towards empowerment for community development focusing on economic, political, social and environmental issues so as to maintain the community’s identity and existence as unique people. Despite the fact that these rights are well established in NMMA, the realisation of which has proved difficult to achieve as mining activities in the various communities have seriously deprived the people of their rights. Full realisation of the host community’s rights are lacking because of some lapses and inconsistencies discovered in the provisions of the Act which greatly debarred the people from getting proper accountability from the mining companies for illegal activities carried out on their territories. Lack of enforcement policies to protect the rights, weak/dependent regulatory bodies were also found to be responsible for these reckless activities that go on unchecked thereby culminating into various damages affecting the communities. In view of this therefore, this article thoroughly examined and analysed the provisions of NMMA on the rights of HC to determine how adequate the Act is to actualise, enforce and protect the rights of HC towards a sustainable community. Relevant literature was consulted from various journal and textbooks. Based on the facts collected, recommendations made include proper review and necessary amendments to be made in the Act for actual implementation to protect and enforce HC’s rights towards sustainable community developments.
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1. Introduction
Solid minerals are gifts of natural resources that can be found anywhere across the globe and can be used to generate enormous revenue to promote the wealth base and aid socio-economic development of a country if found in large quantity. It cannot be over emphasised that Nigeria is one of the countries that has been endowed with vast over 34 varieties of mineral resources ranging from cocoa, timber, tin, gold, lead-zinc, limestone, marble, bitumen, cole, lignite, iron ore and many more deposited in more than 450 locations all over the 36 States of the Federation. With these significant quantities of natural resources, Nigeria thus became a natural resource dependent State. History has it that exploration of mineral resources was a mainstay of the economy, contributing up to 50% of the gross domestic product at a time. This high contribution suddenly declined and overshadowed by the discovery of oil boom in 1970. While gradual abandonment of mineral operations came around the time the Indigenisation Decree was enacted, which gave rise to forceful withdrawal of many large-scale industries
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owned by foreign investors.5 But in spite of this ugly development, the country still managed to earn at least 5.8 billion naira from the mining sector between the years 2019 and 2020.6

Incidentally, as a result of reduction in the oil prices later again, and to secure an alternative to generate more income, the government was poised to revive the mining sector.7 And as a means of resuscitating this however, Nigerian Mineral and Mining Act (NMMA) was enacted in 2007, which opened the doors to many artisanal miners and local investors. Right now, the mineral sector according to record is occupied with more than 80% of small scale business owners, artisanal miners with relatively few large scale companies. However, these miners are less experienced, money conscious, unconcerned and in many cases operate illegal mining businesses.8 It has been acknowledged by the outcry of many communities that the activities of these miners are more environmentally destructive like that of the large scale mining companies. These local artisans are known to be ill equipped without expertise, machineries, no proper regulations governing their operations, with poor environmental standards. The major forms of environmental damages caused by the mining operations consist of mining pits, found mostly on farmlands and forested areas resulting to negative impacts such as land degradation, soil contamination, destruction of vegetation, erosion of soils and poor quality water.9 All these negative consequences have also affected the sustainability of most HC and worst still have been found to lead to death of many people. An example can be found in Zamfara State, the indiscriminate manner with which the miners of gold, lead and other minerals performed their works subsequently led to the death of about 300 people as a result of lead poisoning of stream water and soils.10

As a matter of fact, mining activities have not only affected the environment negatively but have in multiple forms deprived the host communities of their rights as provided in NMMA. In an attempt to promote the development of HC, to sustain the environment, and thus establish peaceful co-existence with the mining companies, NMMA guaranteed some rights to the people. These rights include basic rights of physical survival together with rights towards empowerment of community development and of maintaining the community’s identity and existence as a unique people. Specifically these rights consist of right to community development agreement, right to payments of compensations, right to surface rents, right to prohibition of mineral exploration in certain areas, right to occupiers/owners of land to give consent before issuance of licence, right of participation in environmental protection and rehabilitation programmes. For the fact that these rights are well established in NMMA, there are strong indications that the mining companies are still depriving the HC of their rights deliberately flouting the provisions in the NMMA. For example, in Irele Local Government of Ondo State, when the people in the community protested against exploitation of bitumen found

in their community thereby stopping the mining activities of the South-West Bitumen Nigeria Limited because of the fact that SBNL failed to conduct the mandatory community development agreements before commencing mining operations and at the same time, the company failed to address important environmental issues raised during the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) that was carried out.\textsuperscript{11}

With all these ugly occurrences coupled with the high level of impunity in the sector, it was observed that the realisation of the HC’s rights are seriously lacking. Similarly, some inadequacies were found in the provision of the Act which prevented the communities to ensure proper accountability from the mining companies for their illegal activities. In addition, lack of proper enforcement policies to protect these rights, weak/dependent institutions and lack of transparency have greatly resulted into illegal activities of miners causing many damages in the environments without any added value to the HC. In the light of all these however, this article intends to examine the provisions of NMMA critically and make valuable suggestions to possible ways the Act can be reviewed to actualise, enforce and protect the rights of HC towards sustainable community.

2. The menace of mining activities and the effects on host communities

Generally, it is a common believe that mineral resources should contribute substantially to the revenue generation of a country for the purpose of socio-economic developments of a HC if found in large quantities. Rather than these great opportunities and developments to bring succour, they have appeared to be a form of nightmare for HCs in Nigeria. It has been noted that unsustainable explorations of minerals have created so many indelible marks on the environment thereby altering their ecological settings. It has been proved that the environmental impacts of mining are in two stages - firstly digging of the land surface of the earth (formation of sinkholes/deep pit) and the second is pollution.\textsuperscript{12} In the first place, creating deep pits on the land surfaces cause erosion, flooding, landslide, sinking, rock falls, gullying etc which sometimes result to loss of lives and properties. In Luku, Minna, North Central Nigeria, it was discovered that in all the 37 mining sites in the area, a total number of 354 mining pits of different sizes and depths were discovered. The miners were mainly concerned with the clearing, scooping and digging deep the ground of farmlands on which gold was discovered and later on relocated to a new site without proper reclamation of the abandoned site/land.

Secondly, the impact of pollution has greatly affected the marine, land and air making the environments unfit for human living, vegetation and animal habitats. In Ewekoro, Ogun State for instance, records of people living with eyes problems, asthma and respiratory attack of different kinds were discovered to emanate from adjacent communities owing to the activities of cement factory.\textsuperscript{13} In a related development, inhalation of dusts produced during mining was found to have caused black lung disease called Pneumoconiosis which seemed incurable. Along the line, mineral explorations in some communities have caused poor vegetation and deforestation. In a study by Adekoya, which explained that mining of limestone and cement have caused serious decline in kolanut output from many plantations located few kilometres


radius away from cement factories. Nmodu also claimed that due to the illegal and uncontrollable activities of the miners in Kawo village in Kaduna, sediments of germs and gold have flown into the main streams used for domestic purposes thereby exposing the whole community to deadly poisoning.\(^\text{14}\) It is equally important to note that radioactive elements found in the streams and waters cause kidney, liver and brain damages. The mysterious deaths of many people in Jos Plateau State have been ascertained to a high level of radiations released by monazite-rich sand used for building houses of the deceased people.\(^\text{15}\)

Nonetheless, mining activities have caused various socio-economic developmental problems, leading to many conflicts, protests, hostilities, sabotage, kidnappings and even killings of some company workers. It is with high expectation that having found mineral resources in large quantities on a particular land will bring great fortune to its community such as creating jobs, good water supply, building of schools with good infrastructures, good roads and adequate health systems but currently the situation is alarming by depriving the HC of their benefits as well as compensations for losses sustained to cater for their welfare.\(^\text{16}\) It is worthy of note that there cannot be any development without properly recognizing and protecting the rights of the people in the HC. It is expected that the mining companies must respect the norms and values of the communities and strongly uphold the fundamental rights of individuals and the people as a whole as contained in the Nigerian Constitution and NMMA respectively. Unfortunately, the mining companies have failed severally to protect and respect the rights of the host communities. These companies are so notorious in flouting the well-recognised community development agreements CDA existing between mining companies and the people, while on several occasions, the HC consents are not properly sought before the commencement of mining activities just because of the security services they enjoyed from the Nigerian security agencies which serve as bodyguards.\(^\text{17}\)

3. The Concept of Sustainable Community Development

Community development when viewed from the angle of ‘sustainable development’ makes it imperative here therefore to explain in detail the meaning of ‘sustainable development.’ In 1987, the United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development Report titled ‘Our Common Future’ defined sustainable development as paths of social, economic and political progress that meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their own needs.\(^\text{18}\) And since the United Nations Conference on Environment (UNCED) known as the Rio Earth Summit in 1992, SD has been widely recognized, accepted and adopted as an international framework for guiding and evaluating the actions of the national government on improving the wellbeing of the people as well as


Many communities in the world have decided to practice sustainable development, because it is an offshoot standard for community development process that takes into proper account issues on economic, social, and environmental matters in the community. Meanwhile, achieving SD goals invariably translates to - no poverty, zero hunger, good health and well-being, quality education, clean water and sanitation, economic growth, gender equality, climate actions, peace justice and so on.

However, sustainable community development is a general term used in different contexts for different purposes by various scholars. In one way, SCD is regarded as an outcome meaning - to establish health care-centres, improve infrastructural facilities, and provide economic empowerment and many more. To establish them in environmentally friendly and stable forms. Also, SCD is considered as a comprehensive process such as managing community change in a sustainable manner which involves the inputs of the citizens through dialogues on their needs to be met, sharing of visions about the future, participating in implementation activities. Thus, in a more concise term SCD is “a process of social action in which the people of a community organize themselves together to plan, define their goals and problems and execute these plans with maximum reliance on community resources which must be used in judicious and sustainable manner.” The goals of sustainable community must be to manage community resources to meet the current developments and ensure enough resources are preserved for the future generations.

Based on this definition therefore, SCD takes a holistic approach which is grounded in the principles of empowerment, human rights, inclusiveness, social justice, self-determination and collective action with the impression that the community members concerned are experts in ways to sustain themselves and also to preserve their communities with values of community knowledge and wisdom. To be able to establish ‘right based approach’ to SCD is an added advantage as it supports the HC to claim their entitlements on issues related to SCD and also to encourages accountability of the duty-bearers (in this context mining companies) to fulfil their human rights obligations. So, in achieving a sustainable community the State government needs to recognise and protect the rights of the people and ensure that SCD programs are managed by competent community members at all stages of developments beginning from decision making to selecting implementing, and finally to evaluation stage. In this regard SCD must focus on proper redistribution of powers to be able to address the causes of inequalities and the various disadvantages facing the people of the areas.

4. The Rights of Host Communities under the NMMA in Nigeria.
In a way to enhance host community developments, sustain the environment, and establish mutual co-existence between the mining companies and the HC, NMMA came on board to guarantee various rights to the people of the HC. These rights are not just basic rights to
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physical survival but are the rights towards empowerment, religion and cultural heritage which form a large part of the communities’ identities and existence. These rights include - rights to community development agreement, right to prohibition of mineral exploration in certain areas, right of owners or occupier to graze or cultivate on land, right to participate in the environmental protection and rehabilitation programme. These rights are analysed in detail below:

4.1 Right to prohibition of mineral exploration in certain areas

Literally, community is a group of people living together in the same place with peculiar characteristics linked to their geographical location and cultural heritage. One of the major priorities of indigenous people is therefore to properly maintain their cultural heritage so as to sustain their different communities. That is to say, their heritage/ customs must be well protected and secured, so that their customs and cultures would not automatically fade away. However, territories/lands are important sources of cultural legacies for social identities. This important connection between cultural rights and land was well acknowledged by the Human Rights Committee in the interpretation of Article 27 of International Civil Cultural Political Rights which concerns with the cultural rights of the minorities and states thus.

With regard to the exercise of the cultural rights protected under article 27, the Committee observes that culture manifests itself in many forms, including a particular way of life associated with the use of land resources, especially in the case of Indigenous peoples. That right may include such traditional activities as fishing or hunting and the right to live in reserves protected by law.

Reference to cultural integrity was further re-echoed in the decision made concerning the case in Endorois Community in Kenya. This case bothers on forced displacement of the Endorois community from their ancestral land in the heart of Great Rift Valley preventing the building of a wildlife reserve area, thereby plunging the whole community of traditional cattle-herders into poverty and driving them to the brink of cultural extinction. In this case, the indigenous community claimed access to their ancestral territory in addition to securing subsistence and livelihood regarded as sacred and inextricably linked to cultural integrity of the community and its traditional way of life. The African Commission instantly supported the claim as deprivation of cultural integrity and agreed that the removal of the indigenous community from their ancestral land was a great violation of their right to cultural integrity based on freedom of religion (article 8), right to culture (article 17), and access to natural resources (article 21) of the African Charter of Humans and Peoples Rights.

Relating the above to the provisions in NMMA, there is clear evidence to show that in order to sustain the identity of the people of the HC, the Act preserves rights to certain areas of land by prohibiting mining activities in sacred areas to prevent pollution. Section 98 provides that no person in the course of exploration of mineral resources is allowed in any area termed sacred or permit injury or destruction to any tree or any other object of vegetation. While Sub-section (2) of Section 98 provides that if any question arises as to whether an area is sacred or not or a tree or thing is an object of vegetation, the answer shall be decided by the Mining Cadastre
Office (MCO) on the recommendation of the Mineral Resources Committee (MRC) of the State involved. In this circumstance where the MCO on the recommendation of the MRC decides that an area is sacred or not may sometimes lead to a legal tussle because the officers of MCO and MRC may not be members of the community, so therefore they cannot be the best judges on such matters relating to the customs of a particular community which they know nothing about.  

4.2 Rights of owners or occupiers to graze or cultivate on land
Section 101(2) NMMA provides that
the lawful occupier of any land within an area subject to mining lease shall retain
the right to graze livestock upon or cultivate the surface of the land in so far as
the grazing and cultivation do not interfere with the mining operations in the
area.  

From the aforementioned provision, the owner or occupier of any land has a right to cultivate or graze or even to continue cultivating and grazing on surface areas of the land where mining lease or mining license is granted, in as much as the occupier/owner does not interfere with the mining operations. Relating this provision to the current situations in many communities today, this right has not been fully realized or practiced because often times, mining activities have so much affected the environments negatively thereby depriving the people of their rights to freely graze or cultivate their lands even when they do not interfere with the mining activities. What therefore will become of this aspect of right when the environments are not even conducive or enjoyable? This was affirmed in the decision made by the African Commission on Ogoni land’s case which held that the destruction and contamination of food and water sources by explorative activities of oil companies in Ogoni land amounted to breach of rights by the Nigerian government. These rights include freedom from pollution, environmental degradation and activities threatening livelihood, protection and preservation of air, soil, water, sea/ice, flora and fauna on their land.  

4.3 Right to Community Development Agreement (CDA)
Right of the host community to conduct CDA with the lesser/licensee (also known as mining company) is another right that is well recognized in NMMA to foster sustainable development. Although the Act fails to define what CDA is by merely stipulating that CDA is a compulsory criteria that must be conducted before commencement of any mining activity between the lesser/licensee and the HC.

Section 116 (1) of the NMMA thus provides that:
“Subject to the provisions of this section, the Holder of a Mining Lease, Small Scale Mining Lease or Quarry Lease shall prior to the commencement of any development activity within the lease area, conclude with the host community where the operations are to be conducted an agreement referred to as a Community Development Agreement or other such agreement that will ensure the transfer of social and economic benefits to the community”  
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The Act stressed therefore that CDA should contain undertakings, with respect to the social and economic contributions the project will make towards the sustainability of the community in terms of educational scholarships, apprenticeship, technical training and employment opportunities for indigenes/HC, providing financial and other forms of contributory supports for infrastructural developments and maintenance of community services like roads, water, power supply, support for small scale/ micro enterprises, agricultural product marketing, methods and procedures for socio-economic and environmental management as well as local governance enhancement. The Act went further to establish that CDA shall be a binding agreement between parties involved and subject to review every 5 years.

In this light, CDA is a legally binding or negotiated agreement that addresses various matters on social, economic, cultural and environmental communities’ development existing between the licensee/lessee and the HCs. It is therefore regarded as a community engagement and developmental tool to avoid or minimize risks of local conflicts, and ensure the well-being of local communities by localizing their development in ways that can preserve the environments. In the process of engaging CDA, HC is provided with many opportunities to be able to identify and manage their interests and expectations on the mining projects, and how the projects will contribute positively to their social and economic growths and help to maximize the well-being of the present generation without compromising that of the future generations. More importantly, CDA will provide the HC the access to realise their rights and benefits from the minerals resources located on their lands as not to be side-lined or neglected from the developmental benefits.

As CDA, is considered as a tool for development, the effective participation of the people is highly necessary because of their meaningfully contributions from their knowledge towards their immediate needs and interests for total implementation. To achieve this, Section 117 of the Act therefore stipulates that CDA should specify the appropriate consultative and monitoring frameworks between the licensee/lessee and the HC and other means by which the community may participate in the areas of planning, management, monitoring and implementation of the activities spelt out in the agreement. The Act goes further to states that in case there is any failure between the HC and the lessee/licensee, in the course of the agreement to reach any conclusion after several attempts and before the title holder commences work, the matter should be referred to the Minister for resolution. Once an agreement is reached, it becomes legally binding on both parties and must be totally enforced subject to review every five years. By so doing, the human rights standards/ principles are well guided viewing the HC as proper rights-holders while establishing the fulfilment of peoples’ rights to SCD as an obligation of the duty-bearers, and not treated as an act of charity. In this manner, the licensee/lessee is strongly held up as the duty bearer saddled with the responsibilities of protecting and developing the environments of the HC. If the duty bearer fails in the long run...
in any of its obligations, the HC has every right to seek justice by challenging and holding defaulters liable for non-implementation of CDA.

5. Challenges facing the Realization of Rights of the Host Communities in Nigeria

Despite the laudable provisions of NMMA regarding the rights of the HCs toward sustaining and developing their communities, there are still some challenges facing the actual realization/protection. The constant problems faced are not far-fetched from the active involvement of the government in the sector and some observed lapses in the provisions of the Act which warranted the unending abuse of the indigenous/host communities’ rights. These problems are herewith highlighted.

5.1 Lack of Enforcement Policies

As a way of reviving the mineral sector to serve as an alternative means to generate income amidst the current economic recession facing the oil sector in Nigeria, NMMA invariably encouraged many artisanal miners/small miners to operate in the mining sectors but without proper guidelines/policy to control and monitor their activities. In addition, the unwillingness of the government to balance up economic growth with highly sustainable environments contributed to much laxities in breeding miners or licensee/lessees, who are money conscious with little experience and unconcerned miners to operate illegal mining businesses, which affected many communities in various negative ways thereby depriving the people of their rights. These problems arose because of the laxities observed in applying appropriate penalties/sanctions for violating environmental laws. Without any serious punishment attached to violation of environmental laws, there cannot be any justification or motivation for the licensee/lessee to be mindful of the environments in which they carry out their mining activities and there is much tendency to carry out illegal activities because of weak or no enforcement of sanctions at all over their actions.38

Moreover, the ownership of the land where mineral resources are found had been bestowed on the government thus limiting the control of the people towards ensuring SCD within their communities. Section 44(3) of the Constitution provides for a compulsory acquisition of any property that contains natural resources by the government of the federation to take control of all the resources.39 Government’s ownership of land was however re-echoed in NMMA and in Section 28 of Land Use Act, which stipulates that the governor of a State can lawfully revoke the right of occupancy of an occupier for overriding public interest/ if the government of the federation so requires the land for mining purposes.40 The implication of this is that no one can lay claim of ownership or be able to control the activities of mining within Nigeria except with the permission of the government. How then can a sacred area within the community be protected when ownership of land has been transferred to the government. Also, failure of the government through its legislations to provide adequate sanctions for illegal activities as well as the default of the enforcement agencies to monitor compliance of laws/regulations guiding mining holders have further compounded issues and deprived the HC’s rights towards SCD.41

38 Based on the Report of the United Nation Environment Programme (UNEP) on Ogoni land, oil companies do not apply the best practices in maintaining and decommissioning of oil fields infrastructures. At the same time many of them are unwilling to respond or clean up the affected areas because of lack of serious penalties or sanctions for disregarding the law.
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Apart from ownership of mineral resources in Nigeria, the constitution further deprived the host communities of their rights to conducive environment for easy cultivation and grazing plus other socio-economic rights. This is because the Constitution does not fully recognise these rights as fundamental rights as contained in chapter 4 of the Constitution which only considers the protection of the environment as safeguarding water, air, land forest and wildlife in the process of promoting social economic development of host communities as the duties and obligations of the State governments. This means therefore that the economic social and cultural rights are fundamental objectives and directive principles of the State Policy as contained in chapter 2 of the Constitution. These rights and obligations are therefore regarded as non-justiciable in section 6 (6) (c) of the Constitution which ousted the jurisdiction of the judicial powers in determining matters relating to this aspect of the constitution. That is to say that these rights cannot be automatically enforced except where the statutes enacted to actualize chapter 2 provisions are challenged or where the implementation of chapter 2 infringes on the fundamental rights in chapter 4. And so far that NMMA did not consider the environment as a justiciable right then enforcement of right to a clean environment would remain adamant except Nigerian courts start to adopt the activists dispositions like that of Indian Supreme Courts in interpreting right to life to include hygienic environment.

5.2 Lack of transparency as a challenge
With un-ended powers accorded the Minister who is solely responsible for the administration of mineral and mining operations in Nigeria, the problem of abuse of HCs’ rights is very much on the increase. NMMA, gave statutory and discretionary powers to the Minister of mines and steels development and this by implication is an extension of the government to control every aspect of the mineral and mining activities and developments in the sector. These powers/functions range among awarding licenses and leases to those interested in mining operations, appointing and monitoring all activities of the departments established under the Ministry, monitoring mining operations to meet-up with the international best practice standard, penalizing any offences committed and enacting regulations/guidelines to be used. In view of all of these, there is therefore the possibility of conflicts of interests because of the fact that, the Minster is the only regulator who is responsible for issuing of license, responsible for the developments of the sector, and at the same time determining matters arising between the lessee/licensee and the HC. This ugly trend becomes critical more so when the Minster has a deep financial interest in mining activities and in so doing, it is very likely that the Minster will be greatly biased in decision making neither will he be transparent enough to properly ensure full realization of the rights under NMMA for sustainable developments of HC well at the expense of his personal interests and economic growth of the country.

Along the line, in the aspect of enforcement of CDA, the Act does not make specific provisions for the implementation but merely recommends that if there is a failure in reaching conclusion about CDA before commencement of work by the licensee/lessee, the matter should be referred to the Minister for resolution who because of his political interest may find it difficult if not

42 See the separate opinion of Judge Weeramanty in Gabeikivi-Nagymaros project Case, where it was established that human rights are inter related so protecting the environment forms a major part of the contemporary human rights doctrines and sine qua non to other human rights which includes right to health, life and to acquire property.
43 The constitution (n 39).
45 NMMA, s 4.
impossible to make decisions that will favor the HCs. In other words, referring matters to the Minister for resolution is rather worse and at the detriment of the HCs. It would have been better still if, the concerned parties are given the opportunities to explore other avenues to seek redress themselves without being subjected to the biased powers of the Minister and to be able to challenge his decisions when either parties are not satisfied with the Ministers decisions. Hence with no other alternative for resolution of matters can forcefully deprive the people of their rights to sustainable developments and freedom to participate in matters/politics that affect their communities. It is worthy of note that the exclusive powers given to the minister has retarded progress much in the mining sectors and as well compromised sufficient transparency and accountability that gave rise to abuse of powers with impunity.

5.3 Weak Regulatory Agencies
Another serious challenge arises from the total independent working attitude of the regulatory agencies proposed under the NMMA. Failure of the mining policies are evidenced in the lots of decay and the type of monopoly been practiced by these regulatory agencies. In the aspects of duties and responsibilities, NMMA created some offices with their respective roles and duties such as (i) the MCO for maintaining/keeping cadastral registers and ministering mineral titles which include considering applications for mineral titles/permits, issuing and revoking mineral titles, receiving and disposing of applications for renewal, extension or transfer and relinquishment of mineral titles.\(^ {46}\) (ii) Mines Inspectorates Departments (MID) has a sole duty to supervise all reconnaissance, exploration and mining operations for the purposes of ensuring compliance with provisions of the Act.\(^ {47}\) and lastly (iii) The Mines Environmental Compliance Department (MECD) has the responsibility of monitoring and enforcing compliance with all environmental requirements imposed by the Act and the Regulations.\(^ {48}\) All these agencies are provided in the Act and are supposed to work independently as independent working system matters a lot towards effective performances of duties and reduces the third parties’ pressures, that may hamper effectiveness but to ones dismay, the agencies loyalties are towards the Minister for the simple reason that the Act is silent about appointments to positions, tenure in office, procedures towards officers’ removal nor towards any qualifications required for the positions. All these loopholes have created lots of inconsistences in the Act, anybody can just be chosen to occupy a position and for just any person to arbitrarily occupy a position, his loyalty will first be towards the person/minister who has appointed him. To this end, these gaps and lapses have eventually crippled the efficient performances of these regulatory agencies which have promoted bribery and corruption as well as non-accountability that greatly paralysed the entire mining systems.\(^ {49}\)

6. Conclusion and Recommendations
The discovery of mineral resources in large quantities in many HC is considered a great blessing for the people and the community as a whole but rather on the contrary mining activities have appeared to be a curse due to the simple fact that NMMA enacted rights to solve many problems but were not fully realised in the mining sectors which sometimes lead to loss of lives and properties and more importantly have led to the abuse and deprivation of the HC’s rights towards SCD. The rights of the HC are indeed essential to community developments if fully realised and enforced. Unfortunately some inadequacies of the NMMA have greatly deprived the HC of these rights. To ensure adequate sustainable development in the HCs,

\(^ {46}\)NMMA, s 5.
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\(^ {48}\)ibid, s 18.
therefore NMMA must be well reviewed to meet all its obligations and to properly incorporate transparency and accountability in the Act. This can thus be accomplished by minimizing the discretionary and excessive powers accorded solely to the Minister to guarantee smooth administrative performances of duties. The Act must provide support for the independent working attitudes of the regulatory agencies without totally relying on the external force. It is therefore recommended that the Act should be repealed to embrace proper transparent procedures/guidelines concerning appointments, tenure and removal of any of the member of the regulatory bodies. So also, the government, the licensee/lessee and the HCs must see to actual implementation of CDA, and provide alternative action for resolution of conflicts when they arise from either non-conclusive or non-implementation of CDA and extreme cases should be referred to the Court as a last resort to obtain real justice.

Furthermore, the federal government should be well alert to its responsibilities on matters relating to pollution, reclamation and restoration of mining areas in Nigeria by applying heavy sanctions/penalties on polluters. NMMA must frequently revise the forms of penalties to impose on liabilities or defaulters who engage in illegal mining activities to ensure sustainable communities. In addition, the federal government as well as the law enforcement agencies must sincerely and strongly fight against corruption among the mining operators and support any public disclosure of reports on pollution of the environment to minimize illegal mining activities. The right to conducive environments in chapter 2 of the Constitution must also be properly made justiciable and enforceable while Nigerian Law courts should try and adopt the activist dispositions like the Indian Supreme Courts on expanding and interpreting the rights to life to include hygienic environments which permit the HC to institute actions against mining companies and be able to hold them accountable for reclamations of damaged lands so that mineral resources are explored in a more refined and sustainable manner.\(^{50}\)